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1. Introduction 
In the Kleinian model, hyperbolic n -space !Hin consists of the points of the open unit ball 
Bn c;Rn c;RPn. Here we consider the elements of RPn as "generalized points" of !Hin and associate to 
them a "generalized spherical harmonic analysis". It is a new aspect of this generalization that we can 
relate the different theories obtained thus by means of "Radon transforms". 
In chapter 2 we lay the geometrical basis. We introduce "pencils of geodesics" as generalized points 
in "classical geometries xn ". The set xn of pencils may be identified with RPn and the action of 
G =I0(Xn) extends to xn. A decomposition of G is associated to each 0>EXn. We separate the pencils 
into "elliptic", "parabolic" and "hyperbolic" ones and choose a standard pencil of each type in g'.bn •· 
The geometry of "parabolic pencils" in the general context of symmetric spaces has been treated in 
detail in [14]. 
In chapter 3 we treat the harmonic analysis on a given pencil 0>. We define radial functions on_ 0> and 
take the radial eigenfunctions of the Laplace -Beltrami operator /J,, on xn as "spherical functions on o/'. 
The "Fourier transform on o/' may then be treated as spectral decomposition of the radial part of /J,,. ([ 1]) 
By a simple general method we obtain the explicit expressions for xn =!Hin. The Fouriertransform on 
0> can be reduced to the ordinary Fourier transform (0> parabolic) or to a "Jacobi transform" ([17]). For 
hyperbolic 0> a discrete spectral part occurs (n ;;;;i.4) and the continuous part has multiplicity two (so "odd 
Jacobi functions" have to be introduced). 
The harmonic analysis on elliptic ("classical spherical harmonic analysis") and parabolic pencils ((14]) 
is well-known for general symmetric spaces. The "even spherical functions" in the hyperbolic case occur 
also as trivial K -types in the harmonic analysis on S 0 0( l ,n ) / 0 ( l ,n - I) ([ 5]). 
In chapter 4 and 5 we study "Radon transforms" between pairs of pencils in !Hin (i.e. the process of 
changing the invariance type of a function by means of an integration) 
In chapter 4 we obtain various "product formulas" by evaluating explicitly the Radon transforms of 
spherical functions and "spherical functions of second kind". "Universal factors" (expressible by the c-
functions of chapter 3) appear in these formulas. 
In particular we get "integral representations" by applying the Radon transforms to spherical func-
tions on a parabolic pencil. 
Our formulas generalize simultaneously the product formula for the common spherical functions on 
!Hin, their integral representation and the integral representation for the common c-function on !Hin (see 
(17]). 
In chapter 5 we study the Radon transforms themselves more precisely. The simple method of chapter 
3 applies also here to give the explicit analytic expressions. 
As an application, we transfer the convolution structure from the K -biinvariant functions on 
G =S00(l,n) to functions which aie left 0(1,n -1)- and right K-invariant. 
The Radon transforms generalize the "translation of K-biinvariant functions" and the "Abel 
transform" on !Hin ([17]). Convolution products associated to the Jacobi transforms have been studied in 
(9], but only for parameters where no discrete spectral part occurs. (From our approach a certain 
obstruction role of the discrete part is appearent). 
This paper is partially based on work done already in [l]. Also the list of properties enumerated in 
[7] has partially served as a program. 
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2. Pencils of geodesics in classical geometries 
Let X be a Riemannian manifold, I (X) its isometry group. Closed totally geodesic submanifolds of 
X we call planes. Planes of dimension m we call m-planes. By the totally geodesic span <A> of a set 
A kX we mean the intersection of all planes which include .A. For a plane Y in X there is at most one 
involution in /(X) for which Y is a component of the fixed point set ([12), 1.1.11.2.); we call it reflection 
sy in Y if it exists. 
We call X a classical geometry if for each x EX the linear isotropy group of X at x is the full orthog-
onal group of Xx. In the following X is a classical geometry and xn a classical geometry of dimension n . 
It is well known that xn is either a sphere sn, an elliptic space RPn, a euclidean space Rn or a hyper-
bolic space !Hin (see e.g. [15), th. II. 3.1). 
We call two distinct points of X antipodal if their isotropy group is the same. 
Lemma 1. Each subspace Yx of each tangent space Xx is tangent to a plane of X. Each plane Y in X is 
itself a classical geometry with the induced Riemannian structure (and Y is of the same type as X). 
Proof. To the reflection of Xx in Yx there corresponds an involution s El (X). The x -component of the 
fixed point set of s is a plane ([15), th.H. 5.1) with tangent space Yx at x. 
Let y E Y. Any orthogonal transformation of Yy is the restriction of some orthogonal transformation of 
x;,. So Y is a classical geometry. (Note that the types are easily distinguished by curvature and antipo-
dal points say) 
Lemma 2. To any x EX there exists at most one antipodal pointy EX. If x iY are antipodal then each 
geodesic through x goes throughy too. If conversely two district points x1ox 2 EX can be joined by two 
distinct geodesics Y1oY2, then they are antipodal. 
Proof. Suppose that x and y are antipodal. x can be joined toy by a geodesic y. Since X is two-point 
homogeneous, any geodesic through x goes throughy too. From sx(Y)=y we see thaty is unique. 
Conversely let first n ;;;a.3. The pointwise stabilizers of Y1oY2 generate together the full isotropy group of X 
at x andy (note that so(n -1) is maximal in so(n) for n ;;;a.3). Now let n =2. Embed X as a 2-plane in a 
space X3• Even each geodesic through x in X3 goes throughy too. 
Lemma 3. Let A kX. Then <A> is a plane or consists of two antipodal points 
Proof. Suppose that x iY EA are not antipodal. Then by (2) the geodesic y joining x and y is unique. So 
y k <A >. Let z EA • Then there is a z 1 Ey, z 1 not antipodal to z. The joining geodesic lies in <A >. So 
<A > is connected and thus a plane. 
Definition. Embed X=Xn as an n-plane in xn+I. For a geodesic 8 in xn+I, 8\,ZX, define the pencil 
~(8) of geodesics in X to be the set of nonempty intersections of 2-planes through 8 with X. (These are 
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geodesics by (3)). Set X={<?f(S):S(;;; xn + 1 ,S~X} and X(p) = {0>(8) : p ES(;;;Xn +I} for p EXn +I \X. 
Proposition 4. 
(a) Let x EX. If x ~S, then there is a unique geodesic through x in 0>(8). If x ES, then 0>(8) is the set 
<?f(x) of all geodesics through x in X. 
(b) Any two geodesics Y1>YiE0>(8) lie in a 2-plane. 
(c) Let Y1>Yi be geodesics in X, dim <yhy2>=2. To each-pEXn+I\X there is a unique S throughp 
with Y1>Yi E<!Jl(S) and <!Jl(S) does not depend of p (i.e. X = X(p )). 
Proofs. (a) If x~S, then <8,x> is the Unique 2-plane through Sand x in xn+I and thus <S,x>nX 
the unique geodesic through x in <!Jl(S). 
Now let x ES, y EX\ S. Then the geodesic through y in p (S) is <S,y > n x = <x ,y > (use (2)), i.e. 
<!Jl(S)=<!Jl(x). 
(b) Let x EY2 \YI· Then Y2=<S,x >nX=<S,x>n<yi.x>since dim <S,ybx >=3. 
(c) Let Y1>Y2E<!Jl(S) and p ES; then S= <Y1,P > n <Y2,P >. Conversely, if dim<Y1>Y2> =2 then 
S= <y1,p > n <y2,p > is indeed a geodesic (as in (b)) and Y1>Y2E<!Jl(S). 
Now assume Yi.Yi E<!PEXn and n ;;;.3. Then for x EXn \ <Y1>Yi> we have y= <y1>x > n <y2,x > E<?f by 
(b), (a) and then for y E <yby2> \ y1 by the same argument <y,y > n <y1,y > E<!Jl. Hence <?fEXn is 
uniquely determined by Y1>Y2· 
Now let n =2. Embed X 3 in X 4, choose anyEX4\X3, set Y=<X2,y>. By (b) any pencil <!J>EX2(p) is 
the restriction {yE~:y(;;;X2 } of a pencil~ E Y(p). So the uniqueness follows also for n =2. 
As a consequence we may identify xn with projective space RPn (namely the set of geodesics 
through p EXn + 1 \ Xn ). Xn is mapped into Xn in a natural way (x ~<!Jl(x )) 
Also the action of l(Xn) extends to xn : To gE/(Xn) choose an extension gEI(xn+I) (such exten-
sions exists if g is in an isotropy group, thus for any g E/(Xn)). Then g(<?f(S)) is the pencil <?f(g(S)). 
Lemma 5. Let <!PEXn. If g E/(Xn) stabilizes some yE<!Jl pointwise, then g<!Jl=<!Jl. 
Proof. Choose x Ey and denote the geodesic through x in xn +I orthogonal to xn by /3. Let g El (Xn + 1) 
be the extension of g which stabilizes also f3 ( (1), proof). Choose a S (;;; <y,/3> with <?f=<?f(S) ((4c), 
proof). Then g<?f(S) = <?Y(gS) = <!Jl(S). 
Let G=/0(X). Denote by Z(S)={gEG: gs = s V'sES} the "stabilizer in G'', by 
N (S) = {g E G : gS = S } the "normalizer in G" of some set S of geometrical objects in X. 
Defmition. Let <!J>EX. Denote the intersection with G of the group generated by the stabilizers in /(X) 
Z1(x)(Y) (yE<!Jl) by L = L(<?f) ("Isotropy group of o/'). Set I1 =L'(<?f)=N(<!P). (From (5) it follows that L 
is a normal subgroup of L' ). 
The orbits of L(<!Jl) in xn we call spheres of <!Jl. 
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Prop0sition 6. Let y0E~ = ~(8)EXn, x Ey0 \ 8. (Note : L·x = x if x E8). The sphere L·x of ~ is a 
closed submanif old of xn of dimension n - 1. With the Riemannian structure induced from xn it is a 
classical geometry. It intersects each yE~ once or each yE~ twice orthogonally. 
Proof. Let first n ;;;;.3. Denote the identity component of Z(y) by Z0(y). Let L 0 be the group generated 
by the Z 0(y) (yE~). L 0 is a connected Lie group, L 0·x a submanifold of xn. 
Now let yE~. Z 0(y)-x intersects <Y1>'Yo> at most twice ([12], 1.1.11.2.) and is invariant with respect 
to the reflection in <Y1>'Yo> since s<y.,yo>Z0(y)s<y.,yo>·x·=Z0(y)-x. Hence z0(y}x is orthogonal to 
<Y1>'Yo> and in particular to y0, thus L 0·x is orthogonal to 'Yo at x and dim (L0·x) ~n -1. 
Conversely, for yE~\'Yo we have. dim(Z0(y}x) ;;;;.} and L 0·x is Z 0(y0)- invariant, hence 
dim(L0·x );;;;on -1. From this follows also that Lo·( yo\ 8) is open in xn \ 8; this is true for any y0 E~(8) 
and xn \8 is connected, thus L 0·(y0 \8) = xn \8. Hence L 0·y = ~ ((4a)) and L 0·x intersects each 
yE~. 
Next, for yE~ and y ELo·x ny we have Z1(X.) (y)·y =y, Z1(x.)(y}Lo-y = Lo·Z1(X.) 
(y)·y = L 0·y = L 0·x. This shows that L 0·x is a classical geometry and that L 0·x = L·x. Moreover, if 
also z EL0·x ny, z=Fy then z is antipodal toy in L 0·x and thus unique by (2). Using (3a) this shows 
also that L 0• x is an embedded submanifold and thus closed. 
Finally let n =2. Embed X 2 as a 2-plane in X 3• Let <1i>EX3 be the unique extension of ~ ((4c), 
proof). Obviously L(~)-x kL(<1i>)-x nx2• The converse follows from the fact that to any y EL(~}x there 
is a yE'3> withy = SySy,·x (see (7), proof). 
Also '?P itself (covered twice at most by L·x) can be provided with an L-invariant Riemannian struc-
ture. For n ;;;;.3, '?P is then a nonspherical classical geometry (note that for n ;;;;.3, 'Yo is the unique geodesic 
normalized by Z(y0)). 
'?P is determined by any of its spheres ((3a), (6)). So L' is also the normalizer of the set of spheres of 
'?P. 
Call x EyE'?J> "regular point of o/' if Z(x)nH = Z(y); else call x "singular". Sox is singular iff 
sx IY = h IY for some h EH. There are at most two singular points on y ((6)). So L is also the stabilizer of 
the set of spheres of '?P (and in particular closed). 
We need. some more group terminology. Fix x0 Ey0 E'?J>. As usual ([12]) define K = Z({x0}), 
M =Z(y0), M' =N(y0)nK. y0 =Ax0 (where A =expa,a k.P,.P = f..L in g). Then N(y0)=M'A. Choose 
also a positive Weyl chamber a+ ka. 
The groups N(y0)nL / M, N(y0)nL' / M act on 'Yo· We denote their preimages in /(a) by 
W = W('?P) ("Weylgroup of '?J>") and W = W ('?Jl) respectively. The significance of W and W as symmetry 
groups in the harmonic analysis on '?P will become clear in chapter 3. 
Let a' = {H0 Ea:expH0·x0 regular} be the set of "regular elements of a" (W can be shown to be 
generated by the reflections in the singular elements) 
DefineR = R('?Jl,y0)={sySy0:yE'?Jl} 
Corollary 7. Let no be an interval representing W \a'. 
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We have the decompositions H = RM and G = R·expao·K (unique in H 0 Ea0). (The first decomposi-
tion is unique if h t£.N(y0)\M. The second decomposition is unique if gx0 t£.y0 \expao·x0 and if gx0 is 
not singular) 
Proof. Leth EH, gEG. Choose x Eexpao·x0 and assume gx0 t£.8 (0'=0'(8)). Then there are "geodesic 
symmetries" sy1,sy2 in the classical geometries H·x, H·gx0 resp. with sy1hx = x and syigx0 Eexpao·x0 
resp. (unique if the additional conditions are satisfied); hence SyOSyh EM and there is a unique H 0 Ea0 
with s # ygx = expH 0• xo. 
We conclude the chapter by choosing a standard pencil in each G-orbit of o-Un. 
First we separate the pencils 0'(8) in X into the three types "elliptic", "parabolic", "hyperbolic" accord-
ing to "8 intersects y0", "8 is parallel to y0", "8 is ultraparallel to y0" in the 2-plane <y0,8>. (This 
amounts to 0'(8) beeing.an elliptic, euclidean or hyperbolic space resp. for n ;;;;.,3). 
(8) Now let X = IHln, G = S00(1,n ). 
(K) In the elliptic case, 0'(8) = 0'(y0 n8). The spheres of 0'(8) are ordinary spheres. Our standard exam-
ple is 0'(x0). Then L = K = exp(ml.nf}M=SO(n). W=M' / M, W' / W = {e} 
(N) In the parabolic case 0'( 8) consists of all geodesics parallel to exp( a+)· x 0 or of all geodesics parallel 
to exp( - a +)x0• The spheres of 0'(8) are horospheres ([14]). We take - a+ to get a standard example; let 
G = NAK be the associated Iwasawa decomposition. Then L = NM=I0(Rn). L' =NAM. 
W={e},W'=IR 
(H) In the Hyperbolic case, Yo and 8 have a common perpendicular ([2]). 0'(8) consists of the geodesics 
orthogonal to some hyperplane. The spheres of 0'(8) are equidistant surfaces ([2]). We choose the hyper-
plane orthogonal to Yo in x 0 to get a standard example. Then L =H =exp(al. n.):J) 
·M=SO·(l,n-1): L' =HM' =H'. W={e},W'=M'/M. 
So the partition of IHln into types concides with its partition into G-orbits. 
3. Spherical functions and Fourier transform on pencils 
As in chapter 2 we fix x0,y0,0' with x0 Ey0 E0'EX. Moreover we choose the fixed geodesic parametriza-
tion y0(t)=exp(tH0)·x0 (H0Ea+,llH011 = l). 
We call a function on X radial on 0' if it is constant on the spheres of 0'; or equivalently, if it is L(0') 
- invariant. By restriction to Yo we may identify radial functions on 0' with W - invariant functions on IR 
(2.(7)), by extension to G with left L- right K -invariant functions. 
We shall denote the invariant extension of a function f on W \ IR to X (or to G) by fL, i.e. 
JL(l·y0(t))= f(t) <:;II EL). But we shall also write shortly JL(t) instead of /L(y0(t)) for the restriction 
of a radial function. 
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Now fix a Haar measure di on L and normalize dm on M such that f Mdm = l. The measure on the 
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sphere L·y0(t) induced from the Riemannian structure on xn can then be written as c,l(t!d(IM). By 
denoting the Riemannian measure on X by dx we may restate this as integral formula for the decompo-
sition 2.(7). 
Proposition 1. ff(x)dx = J ff(l-Yo(t))d/c,l(t)dt (f EL 1(X)) 
X W\R L 
Later we shall normalize dx and wL(t) differently; but formula (l) will remain valid (see (8)) 
It is thus natural to define the space V (L \ X) of radial LP - functions on X by identification with 
the space V (W \ lll,wL (t )dt ). Also "radial functions with compact support" we define in this way .. 
The Laplace - Beltrami operator ~ maps C 00(L \X) into itself ([11], 1.3.1). We denote the 
corresponding radial part of l!i on expa'·x0 by l!J.L. Expressed in the geodesic coordinate, it is a second 
order differential operator on Ill (maybe singular for singular t) which can be written down explicitly in 
terms of the weight function wL(t): 
Proof. This is just a "codimension 1 simplification " of Helgasons formula [11], th. 3.2. There is a sim-
ple proof for it too: let [t 1,ti] be any interval of Ill with [t 1,ti]-H0 k:a'. Choose a ball B in L of measure 
one. Set f=B·y0[t 1,ti]. By Greens formula and (1) we obtain for f EC 00(W\lll), proving the proposi-
tion 
12 
f (l!J.L f)(t)wL(t)dt = j(f!ifL)(x)dx = fofL \ on·d8 
1, r ar 
Ii 
wL(t)df / dtl:,2 = f O I wL(t))d I dt(wL(t)df I dt)wL(t)dt 
11 
As the spherical functions on ~ we take the radial eigenfunctions of l!i on X. 
Note that the individual radial eigenfunctions are W-invariant on Ill, while the radial eigenspaces of l!i 
considered on Ill are even W -invariant. 
Lemma 3. If W / W contains a reflection, then the eigenspaces of l!J.L may be decomposed into even 
and odd functions. If W contains all translations of Ill (this is fullfilled for parabolic '!P), then the eigen-
spaces of l!J.L are exponential functions (maybe times t) 
Proof. If W contains all translations of Ill, then l:l.L commutes with d ldt. Thus it has constant coeffi-
cients. (We have A k:L' = N(~) for parabolic pencils). 
aL is a symmetric second order differential operator in L 2(W \Ill, "'L (t )dt) by (2). So we can treat 
the spherical Fourier transform on~ as the spectral decomposition of l!J.L in L 2(W\lll,wL(t)dt) (see [l], 
[4]). 
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We turn to the explicit calculations for our standard pencils 2.(8) in the case X = !Hin. We shall treat 
the well-known case (K) and the trivial case (N) too. 
In computing first t;,.L and wL we can avoid hyperbolic trigonometry by using a more general group 
theoretic method. It is based on the consideration of simple invariant functions on the group SL(2,IR). 
These will be useful again in chapters 4,5. 
We work with invariant functions on G. In this picture, the Laplacian tl may be written (see [13]) 
n-1 
tl = fIJ + ~ -Y/ 
i=I 
(where Yi (i = l,. .. ,n -1) is an orthonormal basis in u.l. n-IJ) 
First we have for f EC 00(W \ IR) 
(iIJ/)(t)~d2/ds2 10 /L(exp{tH0)exp{sHo)) = d 2/ds 2lo f(t +s) = d 2f ldt 2 
Defining then g(s),r(s) by g(s)=exp(tH0)-exp(sYi)kL·exp(r(s}H0)-K (in particular r(O)=t) we obtain 
for f 
d!dslo fL(g(s)) = r(O)df ldt(t) (4a) 
and, if we suppose r(O) = 0 
(Y//)=d2/ds210 JL(g(s)) = r(O)df ldt(t) (4b) 
So r(s) needs not be known: Any radial function is suitable to calculate the operator Y/. Moreover 
f/ = -Y'f (by the M-invariance 2.(5) of~) and Yi.Ho generate a Lie algebra =s/(2,IR). So we may res-
trict ourselves to the case n =2 and work with the group G =SL(2,IR). Assuming sectional curvature -1 
in !Hin we may set ([10], p.405) 
Ho= ~ -t Y1 = I ~ Z1 = -t ~ [ J_ o l [o J_ l [ o J_ l (5) 
(where Z 1 = [H 0, Y 1]). Our standard isotropy groups are now K = exp (IRZ 1), N = exp (IR(Z 1 - Y 1) ), 
H = exp (IR Y 1). So we may apply { 4) to the following simple radial functions 
fK(g)=ttr(g.g 1r). fK(g(s)) = chs·cht ~ r(O) = 0, r(O) = cotht 
/N(g)=(g·g 1r)11• fN(g(s))=chs·e 1 ~ r(O)=O, r(O)= +l 
fH(g) = tr(H0·g·g1r). fH(g(s)) = chs·sht ~ r(O) = 0, r(O) = tanht 
Where we have used 
[
chse*
1 
g(s)-g(s)1T = exp(tH0)-exp(2sY1)-exp(tH0) = 
Now tlL can be read off from (4), (6). By (2), wL is then determined up to a constant. 
Proposition 7. Define p = (n -1) / 2. Then we have for tlL and (up to a constant) for wL 
(6) 
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t:J.K = d 2 / dt 2 + 2p cotht d I dt 
aii = d2 /dt 2 + 2pd1dt 
aH = d 2 ; dt2 + 2p tanht d 1dt 
WK (t) = (2sht )2P 
wj.j (t) = e2P' 
WH (t) = (2cht)2P 
(8) Normalization of measures. We choose dk on K such that h dk = 1. Next we take dx on X and 
- - K 
then an on N, dh on H such that formula (1) holds for wK, wN, wH as defined in (7). 
(Note that we have to multiply dx and an by T 2Pkn-h dh by kn-I in order to get the measures on X, 
H·x0, N·x0 resp. induced from the Riemannian structure on X. Here kn-I = 2'11"1 2 ;r(n /2) denotes 
the volume of the euclidean unit sphere in Rn) 
Now we will determine the spherical functions on our standard pencils. For AEC consider on R the 
eigenequation 
(9) 
For L =K,H there is a unique normed even solution </>I: of (9) (i.e. </>I: even, </>1:(0) = 1). For L =H 
there is also a unique normed odd solution if;{! of (9) (i.e. if;{! odd, :w!(O) = 1). (Remember also lemma 3). 
In all cases L = K ,N or H there is (at least for A ff. - i N) also a unique solution of second kind 'P{: of 
(9). 'Pf>O is recessive at +oo for IfilA>O, it is defined for IfilA;;;;=.O by lim 'Pf(t)e<-iA+p)i = 1 ([4], 
l->00 
[6]) and is defined by analytic continuation for ImX<O ([6], [8]). 
Note that 'Pf is singular at t =O, but that lim tn- 2C'Pf(t) (n >2), lim 'Pf(t) / logt (n =2) resp. exist 
1->0 1->0 
([6]). 
Now we recall (see [17]) that the Jacobi functions q,J_a,p) are defined for a,/J,AEC, afl.-N, as the 
normed even C 00 - solutions on R of the equation. 
(d2 I dt 2 + ((2a+ 1) cotht + (2/J+ 1) tanht)d !dt + p2 +X2)f =O 
(here p=a+ p+ 1) 
(10) 
The harmonic analysis with respect to the functions q,J_a,P} has been studied very much (see the nice sur-
vey article [17] which can also be taken as general reference in the following). Comparing (7), (9), (10) we 
see directly that the c/>f, #,! are Jacobi functions; but also the odd solutions t[;{! may be expressed expli-
citly by using Jacobi functions (the expression given below is checked readily) 
Corollary n. The C 00 - solutions of (9) on W \ R (i.e. the spherical functions on 01) are linear combi-
nations of the following functions: 
(K) c/>f(t) = q,J_P-'h, -'h)(t) 
-(N) q,!'t:_A(t) = e(±iA-p)1 (X:FO; te-pt is a second solution for X=O) 
(H) #,!(t) = q,J_-'h,p-'h)(t), if;/!(t) = sht#_'h,p-'h>(t) = #-'h,p-'h>(t) 
(Remark. The functions #,! occur also as trivial K -types in the harmonic analysis on the pseudorieman-
nian symmetric space H' \ G which is a "generalized Gelfand pair" ([2], [5]). The occurrence of the if;{! 
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sugge~ts, that L 2(H \ G) is not multiplicity free. This will be confirmed in chapter 5) 
By (11) we can reduce the spherical Fourier transform on the pencils in o-on either to the ordinary 
. Fourier transform (<?J> parabolic) or else to the Jacobi transform. In order to formulate the results in the 
cases L =K,H we have yet to introduce the cfunctions c(A), d(A) by 
#: = cL(A)fP/: + cL(-A)fP~A .#! = dH(A)fP/! + dH(-A)fP!!A (AfliZ) (12) 
These can be expressed explicitly in terms of the f-function ([I7], 2. I8.; see also [I], [6]) 
22p- I f(p + f )f(i A) 
CK (A) = ~___,,,=-----
-J;f(i A+ p) 
-J;2p-iAf(i A) 
CH (A) = -~--~--"--__,__ --
f(f(iA + p)f(f(iA-p+ 1)) 
-J;2p-i>.-If(iA) 
dH (A) = -..------..-~-~--­
f(f(iA + p+ l))f(f(iA-p+2)) 
(13) 
Furthermore we have to take into consideration (for L =H) a discrete contribution to the Plancherel 
formula at the zeroes of cH (-A), dH (-A) in the upper half plane ([8]); these lie in 
C = {µ = i(p-2k - I): p>2k + l, k e!'\10}, D = {v=i(p-2k -2): p>2k +2, k e!'\10} respectively 
and the contribution there may be evaluated explicitly by taking residues (see [1], correcting incidently 
formula [8], A. I I by a factor f in the case pEN): 
c = ~ f(k+f)f(p-k-f) 
I-' 2 2P71 k!f(p-k) 
-8iv d =--
" 22P71 
f(k +f)f(p-k-f) 
k!f(p-k-I) 
Now we can take over the general results of the Jacobi transform theory ([17], §2) 
Corollary 15. The following transformations ("spherical Fourier transforms on pencils") f ~J are 
isometries of Hilbert spaces 
00 
( L 2(K \ X)~L 2([0,oo[, ~A 2 )) 27Tlc (A)I (K). /(A)= jJ(t)q>{(t)wK(t)dt 0 
! K I Joo/A A K dA (x) = 271' o ( )<M(x) lcK(A)l2 
(N) J (A)= ff (t )'P~(t )wii (t )dt ( L 2(N \ X)~L 2(1ll, ~~ )) 
0 
00 
2 2 dA lTh H ( Leven (H \ X)~L ([0,oo[, H 2 )<!7( $Cc[>,_. ) 2wlc (A)I ,_.ec (H) j(A)= jJ(t)cf>!!(t)wH (t)dt 0 
10 
00 
f" (x) = +-jj(>..)c/>f!(x) I :/(~)l2 + ~cJ(JJ.)cf>/!(x) 
'IT 0 C p.EC 
The formulas for LJdd(H \X) are obtained by replacing everywhere cf> by if;, c by d, C by D and c,. by 
dv. 
Remarks. In all cases also a Paley - Wiener theorem holds ([16], th. 3.4). The even L 1-functions 
(L =K,N,H) and the odd L 1-functions (L =N,H) are mapped onto functions which are holomorphic in 
the strip {AEC:IJm>..l<p} and continuous and bounded on its closure. 
,, 
For L =H there is a discrete spectral part for n ;;;;i:4 (even functions) and n ;;;oi:6 (odd functions). We 
characterize now the "continuous part" in these cases. 
Lemma 16. The equation (.!l+p2 +>..2)g = f (>..EC) has a solution 
(a) g E6j)(H' \X) for f E6j)(H' \X) iff j(>..)=O (and g is unique) 
(b) g EL2(H' \X) for f EL2(H' \X) and AEC iff j(>..)=O (and there is a unique such g with 
g(>..)=O). 
Analoguous statements hold also for odd functions. Also the J with several zeroes and multiple zeroes 
(case (a)) may be similarly characterized. 
Proof. By the Paley-Wiener and Plancherel theorem for the Fourier transform on H' \ X we have to 
find a function g(>..) with (JJ.2 ->..2)g(>..) = /(>..) to solve the equation; g has to be even, entire, rapidly 
decreasing in the case (a); even, in L 2([0,oo[, d>../lc"{>..)12) and to be defined on C in the case (b).In 
both cases this amounts to the stated conditions. 
4. Product formulas and integral representations 
In the next two chapters we study the process of changing the radiality of functions through integra-
tion. For a pencil ~ on X, L = L (~) and suitable functions f we define 
(RL f)(x)= J f(lx)dl (1) 
L 
RL f is radial on~- We call the restriction of RL' to functions which are already radial on ~1 the Radon 
transform from ~I to ~2 and denote it by Rf,' (L; =L(~;)). 
Recall that by JL we denote invariant extensions of functions and also the "restrictions" of invariant 
functions to ~. 
In this chapter we determine explicitly the Radon transforms of the spherical functions and the 
(extended) spherical functions of second kind in the cases of absolute convergence of the integral in (I). 
In this way we get various product formulas and integral representations (generalizing the common pro-
duct formula of <frf and the common integral representations of <frf and cK (A)). 
We restrict ourselves to the case X=IHln. We may choose ~2 standard and ~1 conjugate to a standard 
pencil 2.(8) in order to treat all possible pairs of pencils up to the action of the group. 
' 
First, for L 2 = K, we may write down R K f ,_ explicitly for an arbitrary eigenfunction f ,_ of a on X 
11 
(A+ p2 + .>..2)j x = 0 (2) 
. Proposition 3. For any solution f.,. of (2), AEC we have 
ff x(gkx) dk = f .,.(gxo) </>f(x) 
K 
Conversely, let #0 be a distribution on X with fKT(gkx) dk = r(x)@7(gx0) for all g EG, all x in 
some neighborhood of x 0 (here the left hand side has to be considered as a distribution on XXX in 
the obvious way). Then T is a solution of (2) on X for some AEC and r(x) = </>f(x ). 
Remarks. We get back the common product formula of </>f setting f.,. = <Pf in (3). We get back the 
common integral representation of <Pf by setting g =e, f.,. = <P{ For f.,. = <Pf the result has to be 
modified only in the region d(x ,x0)>d(gxo,xo): 
{
<Pf(gxo)<Pf(x) £ <Pf(gkx )dk = <P{(gxo)<Pf(x) d(x ,xo):s;;;d(gxo,xo) d(x ,xo);;::.d(gxo,xo) (4) 
It may be worthwile to note, that the right hand side of (4) may be viewed (for lrnA>O) as a Green's 
function multiplied by W(<P{,<Pf) = -2iXcK(-X) (see [3]; [7], A.6) for AK on L2([0,oo[,wK(t)dt). 
-<Pf /2iXcK(-X) is thus a fundamental solution for the operator A+p2 +X2 on X (use 3.(1)). Compare 
(4) also with the remark in [8], p.255. 
Corollary 5. We have the following "mixed product formulas" for <f>f!, if;/!. 
J <f>/!(gkx )dk = <f>/!(gx0)<Pf(x ), J l[J{!(gkx )dk = t[J{!(gx 0)<Pf(x) 
K K 
Conversely, let T be an H-invariant distribution on X with fKT(gkx )dk = r(x )®7(gx0) for all g EG and 
all x in some neighborhood of x 0• Then T is a linear combination of <f>f!, if;/! for some AEC and 
r(x) = <P{(x ). 
Proofs. As a function of x EX, f Kf .,.(gkx )dk is obviously a K -invariant solution of (2), thus a multiple 
of <P{. The fl!.ctor f .,.(gx0) can be read off by setting x =x0• For the converse, the proof given in [10), th. 
X. 7 .2. is easily seen to apply to distributions too. 
The proof shows also that (4) holds in the region d(x ,x0)<d(gx0,x0); it applies also to the region 
d(x,x0)>d(gx0,x0) if the integral in (4) is treated there as a function of y = gx0. Note also that the 
integral (4) converges still absolutely for d(x ,x0) = d(gx 0,x0) if gx0=¥::x 0• (By the asymptotics of 
<Pf(t ),t ~o, see chapter 3). 
In the following we will consider the Radon transforms of spherical functions which involve integra-
tions over noncompact groups L 2• Only when working with spherical functions of the second kind and 
for lrnA big enough we may hope to obtain absolutely convergent integrals. 
Lemma 6. The radial part of the operator fI 0 + ~p =-8 :Y/ - ih (see 3.(5)) on exp R + · H 0 for H -
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biinv~ant functions on G is n 11n = d2 I dt2 + 2p cotht d I dt. 
Proof. We apply the method of chapter 3, (4) - (6). As H-biinvariant function on SL(2,IR) we choose 
f (g) = f tr(g·T(g )) where T is the anti automorphism 
For if we find f(g(s)) = cht·coss ~ d!ds'lo f<i(s)) = 0, d2/ds' 210 f(g(s)) = -cht thus 
-(ifj)(t) = + cotht dldt. 
Theorem 7. Define m(A) = -22PcK(-A)/4iAcn(-A)dn(-A). Then we have for IilA>p-1, with 
absolute convergence of the integrals {and dh normalized by 3.(8)) 
_ {cI>/!(o(g- 1xo))cI>/!(x) 
I «I>f(ghx )dh - m (A) m. n(g -1 )m. n( ) 
n '¥). >. Xo '¥). OX 
l«I>f(ghx)dh = m(A)}i 4>/!(g)«I>/!{x) 
n 
l«I>/!(ghx)dh = m(A)·n cI>/!(g)cI>/!(x) 
n 
Hg- 1x 0 :s;;;Hx 
Hg- 1x 0;;.Hx 
gENAH 
gEHA+H 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Here o denotes the reflection in the plane H·x0 and the ordering on the spheres H·x is the one induced 
from Yo:N«I>f!(ii·exptHo·h) = «l>f(t) ('VnEN,hEH,tEIR). n«I>/!(h1exptHoh2) = «I>f(t) ('Vh1oh2EH, 
t EIR+). 
Proof. We may assume g = a = exp(sH0)EA, x = exp(tH0)'x0• For h = exp(u· Y1) (3.(5)) the 
radial measure on H·x0 and thus on H is up to a constant (shu)2P- 1du (3.(7)). 
(i) First we prove the absolute convergence of the integrals. Let L = K,N or H. Define vEIR by 
exp(sH0)exp(uY1)exp(tH0)EL·exp(vH0)-K. For pL = 2JK, JN, 2fn (see 3.(6)) and I- = 1,0,-1 
resp for L = K ,N ,H resp. we find 
FL(v) = 2sh 2(u/2)cht(es + 1-·e-s) + (e<s+t) + 1--e-<s+t>), 
So v~+oo for u~oo (remember that we have assumed s>O for L=H). But 
if>f(v) = (FL(v)i>.-p(l +o(l)) for v~+ oo. Hence we may replace «I>/:(v) by (FL(v)i>.-p in order to 
prove that /~4>f:(v)(shu)2P-Idu converges absolutely for IilA>p-1. (As in (4) no convergence 
problems arise at the singularity of «I>f ). 
(ii) Next we show that lims->+ao In «I>/:(ahx) / 4>f(s )dh = In «I>f(hx )dh. 
As in (i) the integrands on the left hand side may be replaced by (FL(ahx)/es)(i>.-p)_ But the con-
vergence of 
to pN (g) = (g.g1r)11 is obvious and moreover monotone since (g·g'rb>O. So the integrals 
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oonverge too (by the dominated convergence theorem say). 
(iii) As functions of g, the integrals in (7) are L-left H -right invariant eigenfunctions of 
f/02 + ~r=-8¥? -:---- ih. The corresponding radial parts we have already calculated (in 3.(7), 4.(6) 
resp., for L = N the dependence of g can be read off directly). In (ii) we have shown that indeed we 
get the "eigenfunctions of second kind", the universal factor fu iPf (hx )dh giving the dependence of 
x and A. 
(iv) To evaluate this factor explicitly, we consider RfiPf(x) = fu iPf(hx )dx. We assume ImA.>p. Then 
iPfeL 1(X), so Rf!iPfeL 1(H' \X) (see 5.(2)), so RfiPf is indeed a multiple of iPf! on y0(R+). By 
using Wronskians ([4]; [8], A6) we can compute 
00 
-(A2 + p2) j iPf(t)wK(t)dt = -(,f(t)wK(t)l,=o = -W(iPf,cp{) = -2iAcK(-A) 
0 
00 
-(>-.2 +p2) f iP{!(t)wH (t)dt = · · · = -2iAcH (-A) 
0 
Now by 3.(1) (or 5.(2)) 
00 00 J iPf(t )wK (t )dt = J iPf(x )dx = 2 J (Rf!iPf)(t )wH (t )dt, 
0 x 0 
hence 
(valid for ImA.>p-1 by analytic continuation) 
(8) 
Setting g =e in (7a), m(A) can now be read off from (8) by using 22PiPf(O) = · -2iAdH (->-.). 
(Obtainable from 3.(12), see [l]). 
Remarks (i) The right hand side of (7a) has to be - 2i ACK (-A) times the Green's function for t::.H on 
L 2(R,wH (t)dt) for ImA.>0,p-1. (7a) might also be proved directly in this way. 
(ii) We get various integral representations setting g =e in formula (7b). First this gives an integral 
representation for iPf(lmA>p-1). By taking the even and the odd part we also get an integral represen-
tation for q,f!, if;{! (/mA>p-1). Setting also x =x0 we get the integral representation 
--
cK(-A)/2cH(-A) = fiPf(hxo)dh (9) 
H 
for the quotient of the c-functions. For x =exp(tH0)·x0, dividing by e<O..-p)t we also get an integral 
representation for m(A) (see 5.(23), (24)) 
(iii) For n =2, IImA.l<t absolutely convergent integrals are also obtained by integrating the functions 
cpf; q,f!, if;{! resp. The results can be obtained from (7) and 3.(12) (e.g. fucf>f(hx)dh = 
c:(A)c:J.->-.) q,/!(x) for G = SL(2,R). In the sense that we take the analytic continuation of the 
2c (A)c (-A) 
integrals in (8) and that we use 3.(12) such formulas hold for general n ). 
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Prop0sition 10. We have for In:tA>O, with absolute convergence of the integrals 
{
<P{(g- 1x 0)iP{(x) Ng- 1x0~Nx f iPf(gnx)dn = cK(->.) iP{(g-lxo)iPl'!">..(x) Ng-lxo-;;;.Nx (a) 
f iPf(gnx)dn = cK(->.)-N iP{(g)iP{(x) g ENMAN (b) 
N 
fiPf(gnx)dn = cK(->.)-9 iP{(g)iP{(x) gEHAN (c) 
N 
Here iP{(nexptH0·x0) = e<iA+p)t ('rln EN) and the ordering on the horospheres N·x is induced from 
y0• Ntpf(nmexp(tH0)n) = iPf(t) = 9 iP{(hexptHon) ('VhEH,nEN,nEN) 
Remarks. We don't give the proof which proceeds step for step in the same way as the prove of (8). 
Moreover, both formulas (lOa) and (lOb) are well known in the classical spherical harmonic analysis on 
X: They are the "Abel transform of the function iPf" ((IOa), for g =e) and the "integral representation 
of the function cK" ( ( IOb ), g = e ,x = x 0) resp. (see [ 17]). 
We shall give explicit analytic expressions for the Radon transforms -and thus for the product formu-
las of this chapter -at the end of chapter 5. 
5. Radon transforms on pencils 
In chapter 4 we have evaluated the Radon transforms of certain special functions. Here we will study 
the transformation RZ; themselves more precisely. We shall also use the transformation R/! to transfer 
the convolution structure from K - to H - invariant functions on X = ll·P . 
The Radon transforms generalize both, the "translation Tg of K -invariant functions on X" and the 
"Abel transform ce on X" (see [17]): 
(TgfK)(x) = ffK(gkx)dx = (Rf'KgAg-fK)(x) (Ag/(x) = f(g- 1x)) 
(ce/K)(x) = iP{fp(x) ffK(nx)dn = iP{fp(x)(RffK)(x) 
N 
(1) 
We begin with two general observations. RL is a positive operator (f >0 ~ RL f >0) and it maps 
L 1(X) onto L 1(L \ X): 
/f(x)dx = J (RLf)(t)wL(t)dt (2) 
X W\R 
by 3.(1). Together with the positivity this implies also llRL /11 1 ~11/11 1 • 6D(X) is mapped onto 6D(L \X). 
The two operators RZ,', RZ; are real-adjoint. Assume namely that f is L 1 and g is Li-invariant such 
that/(x)-g(x)EL 1(X). Then we get by applying (2) in two ways to fxJ(x)g(x)dx 
Lemma 3. f f(t)(RZ,'g)(t)wL'(t)dt = f (Ri,'J)(t)g(t)wL 1(t)dt. 
"' W1\R W2\R 
Next we will study the transformation pair R/!, Rf First we do this on the Fourier transformed side 
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by using the results of chapters 3,4. In this way the geometrical relevance of the c -functions and the 
discrete part occurring in L;ven (H \ X) = L 2(H' \ X) will be appearant. 
Proposition 4. Let f EL 1(K \ X), IImA.l.;;;;p or f E6D(K \ X), AEC resp .. Then C ~enoting the Fourier 
transform 3.(15) on K \X, H' \X resp.) 
j (>..) = 2(Rff )(>..). 
Proof. 
00 4(5) 00 (3) 
j(>..) = f j(t)q{(t)wK(t)dt = f f(t)(R5q,{!)(t)wK(t)dt = j(Rfj)(t}#!(t)wH (t)dt =2(Rff'f(._A). 
0 0 R 
Corollary 5. Rf is a bijection 6D(K \ X)-">6D(H' \ X). Rf is an injection L 1(K \ X)-">L 1(H' \ X). 
Proof. The first statement follows from the Paley-Wiener theorems for the Jacobi transforms ([16], 
th.3.4), the second one from the injectivity of the Jacobi transforms on L 1- spaces ([9], th.3.2. The proof 
given there applies also to L 1(H' \ X)). 
We will also study the operators Rf, R5 as unbounded operators between the L 2- spaces. Here the 
quotient CH (A) I CK (A) plays a significant role; 
We write it down explicitly (3.13) 
cH (A) _ f(f) f(f(iA+p+ 1)) 
CK(A) - f(p+f) f(f(i}..-p+ 1)) = pp{A) (6) 
Observe that p p(A) is a polynomial for p E 1\10, namely 
where 
Corollary 7. Consider Rf : 6D(K \ X)-">6D(H' \ X) and R5 : L 2(H' \ X) -">6D' (K \ X) as unbounded 
operators between the spaces L 2(K\X) and L 2(H' \X). Denote by P0 Pd resp. the projections of 
L 2(H' \ X) onto its continuous part V and its discrete part resp. 
(a) The operators PcRf: L 2(K\X)-">V and R5: V-">L 2(K\X) are bounded operators for 
p fl 21\10 + 1. For pE2N0 + 1 they are closed operators with domains V1 = 
{f EL 2(K \ X) : J (>..) / >.. EL 2([0,oo[, lc:(~)l2 ) }, V 2 = {f E V : J (>..)I AEL 2([0,oo[, lc:(~)l2 ) } 
resp.. They map into the Sobolev spaces {f EV: atP/21/ EV} and {JEL2(K\X): 
atPl 21J E L 2(K\X)} resp. 
(b) Pc Rf is an unbounded not closable operator (for p> 1). If f EL 2(H' \ X) is mapped by R5 into 
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i}(K\X), then/ EV. 
Proof. (a) By using the isometries f ~J(A.) / cK(A.), j(A.) / cH (A.) resp. (From L 2(K \ X) , L 2(H' \X) 
resp. onto L 2([0,oo[,dA.)) (see 3.(15)), we can transfer the operators PcRf!, R§, ll resp. to get multiplica-
tion by cK(A.) / 2cH (A.), cK(-A.) / cH (-A.), -(A.2+p2) resp. ((4), (3)). 
For pfl2N0+ I the function cK(A.) / cH (A.) and (A.2+p2j.Pl21cK(A.) / cH (A.) are bounded on [O,oo[ (see (6) 
and note that f(z +a)/f(z),...., za for z~oo, largzl<'IT-t:) 
For pE2N0 + 1 they get bounded when they are multiplied' by A.. We see also from the proof that for 
f E: V (V2 resp. for pE2N0 + I), AE[O,oo[ 
(RKJr<A.) = j(A.) lcK(A.)f 
H lcH(A.)12 (8) 
(b) Since R§ is (real-) adjoint to Rf/ (see (3)) it is sufficient to prove that R§ is densely definable only on 
V ([4]). For p fl 2N0+1 this follows from (a) and from R§q,f! = <1>; (4.(5)) and <1>;flL2(K\X). For 
pE2N0 +I and R§J EL 2(K \ X) also R§(ll + p2)g EL 2(K \ X) where g EL 2(H' \ X) is the unique solu-
tion of (/l-p2)g = f say. But for (ll+p2)g the previous argumentation shows that ((ll+p2)g)(µ)=O 
(µEC). Thus also j(µ) = 0 (µEC). 
So we may say that Rf/, R§ are regularizing (with the degree of regularization described by the 
behaviour of cK (A.)/ cH (A.), A.~oo ). Rf/ is not closable (R§ not densely definable ) with the obstruction 
lying in the discrete part of L 2(H' \ X) 
For pEN0 also the mapping properties of R§ on 6D(H' \X) are quite nice (for pflNo it can be shown 
that R§J never has compact support for f E6D(H' \ X), f =FO). 
Corollary 9. Let f E6D(H' \ X), pEN0• 
R§J ED(K \X) iff J has a zero of order 2 at any µEC (and also at µ=O for pE2N0 + I). 
In general, R§J is a linear combination of the functions 'P;, {)/ a,.'P: with µEC (and also of 'P0 if 
pE2N0 + 1) on each component U of R \ suppf. (All functions are considered as functions on R byres-
triction to Yo). 
Proof. If R§J ED(K \ X), then (R§f'f(.A) = J (A.) c; (A.) c: (-A.) (A.EC) by (8), but this is indeed an 
c (A.) c (-A.) 
entire rapidly decreasing function of exponential type iff the poles of 1 / p p(A.)p p( -A.) (see (6)) are com-
pensated by zeros of J. 
R§J vanishes in the 0-compnent of R \ suppf. So we may assume that U is the component of + oo. 
But (/l + p2)(gp(ll + p2))2/ =O on U (see (6); use [17], th. 2.1, refined version). So f is on U indeed a 
linear combination of solutions of (ll+p2+µ2)2q,=O (and of (/l + p2)<1> = 0 for pE2N0 + I). That only 
eigenfunctions of second kind are involved for µEC can be seen from (ll+p2)gp(ll+p2)(R§J) 
EL 2(K \X) ((7)). (Treat the case µ=Oby considering R§(ll+p2)(1l + p2-t:2)- 1 f E6fY(K \X) and let 
t:~O). 
RemarkS. In the same way we might study any transformation pair Rf(, Rf by using 4.(3), since the 
behaviour of the functions cJ>A, th as functions of A. is known quite well ([6], [17] ). 
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(In particular assume for a fixed g that th(g) does not vanish as a function of A. on the closed interval 
I C Ill+. Let Xi, '.Jei, X resp. be the subspaces of L 2(H' \ X), L}M(H \ X), L 2(K \ X) resp. consisting of 
the/ with supp ]cl. Then RK, RKA.g-I: L2(H\G)~6fJ'(K\G) are invariant with respect to the 
right action of G. RKh-,, RKA.g-d'J(, map in X and are bounded (as in (7)); they can even be composed 
with bounded invertible G-invariant operators~% (where XCL2(K \ G) is the closed G-span of~ to 
get isometries on Xh Xi resp. But these extend to G-invariant isometries from~ onto % (where~ is 
the closed G-span of '.J(f in L 2(H \ G)). This shows that L 2(H \ G) is not multiplicity free (since 
X1 n'.J<2 = {O}) and a fortiori (G,H) is not a "generalized Gelfand pair" ([3]).) 
As another application, we will transfer now the convolution product from 6D(_K \ X) to 6D(_H' \ X). 
Proposition 10. Define a "convolution product" ® on Rf! L 1(K \ X) as follows: 
Rf!J 1®Rflf2 = Rfl(j 1* f 2) 
Rf! L 1(K \ X) gets a commutative Banach algebra, 6D(_H' \ X) is a subalgebra. 
Their characters are given by 
XA : f ~ff (t )tp/!(t )wH (t )dt 
R 
with jlmA.j=s;;;;p, °'A.EC resp. and XA = X->..· 
Proof. Anything may be read off from the fact, that JK ~2(Rf!JJ<..A.) defines a character on the common 
convolution algebras L 1(K \X) (jlmA.j=s;;;;p) and 6D(_K \X) (A.EC) by (4) and from 
Rfl6D(_K \ X) = 6D(_H' \ X) by (5). 
It is interesting to compare the convolution product ® on D(H' \ X) with the ordinary convolution * 
on 6fJ(H' \ X) (defined only formally). For the translations Sa, Ta associated to these convolutions ([17]) 
we get, a(t) = exptH0• 
(Rfl<J 1*/))(x) = ((Rflf 1)*/)(x) = j(Rf!J 1)(g)f(g- 1x)dg 
G 
= J (Rflf 1)(t)f (a(-t)h- 1x)dhwH (t)dt 
HR 
= j (Rflf 1)(t )(RH A.a (Rfl)- 1 Rflf )(t )wH (t )dt 
R 
/1*/(x) = ff1(g)f(g- 1x)dg = J f1(t)f(k- 1a(-t)h- 1x)dkwH(t)dt dh 
G HRK 
= j f 1(t)(RHA.aR§JXt)wH (t)dt 
R 
(Sa/)(x) = (RHA.a(Rfl)- 1/)(x) 
(Taf)(x) = (RHA.aR§J)(x) 
(11) 
(12) 
By (7), (&)we can compare (Rfl)- 1 and R§ on the Fourier transformed side. For pEl\!0 in particular 
we have the inversion formulas (see also (6)) 
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where 
So that we may write then 
pE2No 
pE2No+ 1 
(13) 
(14) 
So we may say that the translation Ta has a regularizing effect, but that it can diverge at the discrete 
part. This regularizing effect is compensated and the divergent part eliminated when Sa is taken instead. 
Note that for pEl\.10, Taf is a well defined function in 6D(H' \ X) if J (µ) has a zero of multiplicity 2 
at any µEC and also at µ=O for pE2N0 + 1. Denote the space of such functions f by 6D0(H' \ X). 
Corollary 15. (6D0(H' \X),*) is a commutative and associative convolution algebra for pEN. The map-
ping f _,,Qp(ll.+p2)f is a bijective isomorphism (6D{H' \X),@)_,,(6fJ0(H' \X),*). The characters of 
(6D0(H' \ X),*) are given by 
f __,, J f(t) r/tf(t)2 wH (t)dt (ll.f:lC and also ll.:;60 for pE2N0 + 1) R Qp(-ll_) 
f __,,ff (t) ('d I a~2.p(!(t) 2 "'H (t )dt (µE c and also µ= 0 for p E2No + 1) 
R (d Idµ) Qp(- µ ) 
Proof. From (14) we get Qp(ll+p2)(j@g) = (Qp(ll.+p2)f)®g = Qp(ll.+p2)f *Qp(ll.+p2)g, thus 
J ...... Qp(ll.+p2)f is indeed a homomorphism; moreover it is bijective by 3.(16). The rest can now be taken 
over from (10). 
Finally we will get explicit analytic expressions in geodesic coordinates for the transforms Rf,2 • 
Again we can use the invariant functions 3.(6). We treat here only the most interesting cases R!/-'Ka• 
RK, RH a- Ha• N· 
In the following let a =exp (sH0), x =exp (tH0)-x0 be fixed. For L 2=K let X = ZI> for L 2 = H 
let X = Y 1 (see 3(5)). Denote the radial measure on M \L2 / M ate= exp(rX) by aL2(r)dr i.e. (3.(8)) 
. K kn -2 2 I H kn -2 2 I <r-(r) = --(sinr) p- dr <r-(r) = -- (sh r) p- dr 
kn-I kn-I 
(16) 
Denote the "L 1-radial projection" of a exp(rX)-x on Yo by u(r), i.e. for any L 1-invariant function 
f L, on X we have 
(17) 
So JJL'(alx)dl gets 
L, 
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~ ~ J JL'(alx)dl = J JL'(a exp(rX}x) il''(r)dr = J JL'(u(r)) aL'(r)dr (18) 
L, 0 0 
(where r 0 =w for L 2=K, t 0 =oo for L 2=H). Rewritten in "kernel form" 
u(ro) 
jJL'(alx)dl = J f(u) aL'(r(u)dr!du·du· (19) 
L, u(O) 
For the explicit calculations we simply have to take one of the standard invariant functions 3.(6) for 
JL'. For L 2=K, L 1=H; L 2=H, L 1=K; and finally L 2=H, L 1=N, a=e resp. we get then explicitly 
for (17) 
shu =sh(s +t) cos2(r /2) + sh(s -t) sin2(r /2) = chs cht cosr + shs cht (17a') 
thus chu du -chs sht stnrdr, sin 2r = (sh(s + t)-shu)(shu -sh(s -t)) / ch 2ssh 2t 
chu = ch(s +t)ch 2(rl2) + ch(s -t)sh 2(r /2) = chschtchr + shssht 
thusshu du= chs cht shr dr,sh 2r = (chu-ch(s+t))(chu+ch(s-t))/ch 2sch2t 
eu = e1ch 2(r/2) + e- 1sh 2(r/2) = chtchr + sht 
thuseu du= cht sh r d r,sh 2r = (e"-e')(e" + e-1)/ch2t 
Substituting (17a), (17b), (17c) in (19) we get 
(17b) 
(17c) 
Theorem 20. Let a =exp(sH0), x =exp(tH0}x0• Then we have explicitly in geodesic coordinates (j bee-
ing H -invariant in (a), K-invariant in (b) ): 
s+t 
jJ(akx)dk = (kn-2/ kn-1(chs)2p-I(sht)2P- 1) J f(u)((sh(s +t)-shu)(shu -sh(s -t))P- 1chudu (a) 
K s-t 
00 
jJ(ahx)dh = (kn_ 2/ kn-i(chs)2p-l(cht)2P-I) J j(u)((chu -ch(s +t))(chu +ch(s -t)f- 1shudu (b) 
H s+t 
Corollary 21. 
t 
(sht)2p-I(R/ij)(t) = kn-2/2P-2kn-dff(u)(ch(2t)-ch(2u))P-lchudu (j even) (a) 
0 
00 
(cht)2p-l(R/!J )(t) = (kn -2 / 2p-lkn-1)j J (u )(ch(2u )-ch(2t )f- 1shudu (b) 
00 
(cht)2p-I(R/!f)(t) = (kn- 2 / kn-1)j j(u)((eu -e')(e" +e-'))p-leudu (c) 
All these transforms can easily be reduced to the Riemann-Liouville or Weyl fractional integral 
transform. Mapping properties and the inversion formulas for both are well known ([17], §5.2., 5.3.). (For 
the inversion of (21a), (21b) see also [16], pl53.) 
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ExpliCit analytic expressions for the product formulas in chapter 4 can now easily be obtained. Also a 
refined study of the mapping properties of Rf, Rjf is possible. So an explicit inversion formula for Rf!, 
Rjf is now also available for the even dimensions. 
As an example, we write down explicitly the integral representation 4.(9) for the functions 
cK(-A) /2cH (-A) and m(A). By substituting (17c) in (18) we obtain for 4.(8b) 
00 
m(A)<P{!(t) = (kn -2 / kn-1) J (chtchr +shtY"-p(shr)2P- 1dr 
0 
thus by setting t =O (see 4.(9)) 
00 
CK (-A)/ 2cH (-A) ~ (kn -2 /kn -1) j (chr )iJ..-p(shr )2P- 1dr 
0 
(22) 
(23) 
~ 
and by using the other expression for eu in (17c), by dividing through e<iJ..-p)t and by letting t-HX) (see 
4.(9)). 
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